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FRANK HORROR PRESENTS:
SINNER’S MOON - When three young women
(longtime friends and roommates) learn that a famous
Art-Metal band is coming to town, they make it their
mission to meet and party with the band. But the
mansion where the band is staying to record their
upcoming album has a sordid occult past - a past that
lingers still within its halls and haunts their dreams.
SINNER’S MOON is a 7- episode horror fiction
podcast.

Welcome to THE HORROR ANALYSIS - a
podcast that takes a psychological deep-dive
into all things horror and macabre.
Hosted by Frank Juchniewicz, a.k.a., “Frank
Horror” - writer, director, filmmaker and
podcaster with a background in counseling
psychology… and Dr. Elliott Rotman, a clinical
psychologist in private practice with a
background in acting and the arts.

ADDITIONAL PODCASTS ARE CURRENTLY IN DEVELOPMENT

SINNER’S MOON CREATORS

FRANK JUCHNIEWICZ, “FRANK HORROR”

SEAN MCKNIGHT

WILLIAM RIZZO

SINNER’S MOON was created by Frank Juchniewicz, Sean McKnight and William Rizzo.
Frank serves as writer, produducer, director and narrator. Sean serves as producer, editor,
audio engineer and sound designer. William serves as producer, musician and location
manager.
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Katie Walsh
“Robin”

Beverly Gunn
“Brianna”

Shelby Hightower
“Christine”

Michael Everett Johnson
“Chief Moreno”

Martin Carr
“Dylan”

Calvin Laws
“Mr. Williamson”

Eric Francis Melaragni
“Everett””

Jason Nathaniel Overdorf
“Doug”

Sandra Bulk
“Cleaning Service Owner”

Danni Lykaios
“The Tattooed Woman”

Joe Paul
“Keith”

Frank Juchniewicz
“Narrator”

THE HORROR ANALYSIS CREATORS

FRANK JUCHNIEWICZ, “FRANK HORROR”

ELLIOTT ROTMAN, Ph.D.

WILLIAM RIZZO

THE HORROR ANALYSIS was created by Frank Juchniewicz, Elliott Rotman, and William Rizzo. Frank
serves as a podcast host, producer and editor. Elliott serves as a podcast host, producer and location
manager. William serves as producer, audio engineer and musician.
Season 1 is currently in production.
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